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Abstract

This article presents a framework of semiotic analysis that could be used for interpreting learning objects. Many learning objects are multimodal representations that aim at servicing specific educational objectives. Consequently, an urgent need arises to know what kind of meanings these representations produce and what kind of pedagogic relationships are shaped between students and them. Taking a concrete learning object as an example, we deploy a sample of multimodal discourse analysis in order to elucidate these issues. Finally, we conclude with a few thoughts about the possibility of elaborating such a framework in relation to the effective design and the implementation of learning objects.
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Theoretical Framework

The main idea for designing and implementing artefacts called “learning objects” is the creation of digital educative items that can be reused in different digital educational contexts (Churchill, 2006; Polsanyi, 2003; Wiley, 2002). These digital entities can be accessible from anyone in the World Wide Web (www) through repositories in which they are looked after and are recognizable through metadata which describe their attributes or their context of use (e.g. title, format, learning resource type etc.). From a technical perspective, the two fundamental advantages of using learning objects in e-learning are supposed to be:

- The reduction of learning resources’ cost production, since the re-use of the same resources is allowed, thus avoiding the repeated and costly accumulation of educational material for each training circumstance.

- The re-use of learning resources that can satisfy various needs of the teachers and students at several educational situations.

However, the pedagogic approach of using learning objects has been criticized for its perseverance in a behavioral as well as mechanistic transmission of knowledge and also for its supposed context-independent and value-neutral learning content (Butson, 2003; Friesen, 2004; Lim, 2007; Parrish, 2004). Moreover, it has been pointed out that great emphasis is given in the technological standardization of learning objects and the concomitant economical
benefits from their use, while few studies examine the social-historical, pedagogic, educational and anthropological dimensions of this use (Friesen & Cressman, 2007). Recently, a more promising approach has associated learning objects with learning design strategies, in an effort to achieve their educational contextualization (Lockyer, Bennett, Agostinho, & Harper, 2009).

These new forms of knowledge representation require further understanding and skills based on visual literacy so much for teachers as well as for students. An effective pedagogic use of learning objects should take into account the different meanings produced while reading a text, viewing static or dynamic images, hearing sound extracts, as well as the specific dynamics which emerge through their combination. From this multiple perspective, significant concepts such as multiliteracy and multimodality have emerged in the last few years. Multiliteracy concerns the perceptual abilities and skills required for the intelligibility of the variety which characterizes several semiotic systems. Multimodality concerns the modes through which such a variety expresses itself and permits the meaningful organization of semiotic systems (Baldry, 2000; Cope and Kalatzis, 2000; Jewitt and Kress, 2003; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001).

Even though particular emphasis is placed on the creation of effective user interfaces for learning objects (Black et al, 2007; Notargiaco et al, 2007; Simbulan, 2007), through the combination of instructional design theories, principles of multimedia design and design for e-learning in general (Clark and Mayer, 2008), there does not as yet exist a systematic examination of the production and the educational use of learning objects with the lens of social semiotics, and the conclusions the Social Semiotics draws from the aspects of multiliteracy and multimodality which characterize modern educational environments, digital or non digital (Baldry, 2000; Dimopoulos, Koulaidis, & Sklaveniti, 2003; Unsworth, 2006; Unsworth et al, 2005).

Social semiotics studies the practices in which people are involved in order to create and communicate meanings to each other in various social environments. Being rooted in Systemic Functional Grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), Social Semiotics considers that linguistic as well as non-linguistic semiotic systems are organized and described through three fundamental metafunctions: (a) the ideational metafunction which describe the way in which various semiotic resources are represented and interconnected with each other; (b) the interpersonal metafunction which describes the relations developed between the addresser of the resources and the addressee; (c) the textual metafunction which describes the different ways by which semiotic resources produce cohesive multimodal texts and meanings.

The basic hermeneutic tool of social semiotics is multimodal discourse analysis which examines the above metafunctions in various socio-cultural fields such as the interpretation of images (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), advertisement in television (Thibault, 2000), documentaries (Iedema, 2001), speech, music, and sound (van Leeuwen, 1999) movement and gestures (Martinec, 2004), scientific discourse (Levine & Scollon, 2004), art and architecture (O’Toole, 1994), World Wide Web (Djonov, 2007; Lemke, 2002), and literacy practices (Unsworth, 2006). Multimodal discourse analysis examines how multiple semiotic resources in the aforementioned discursive fields are combined in order to create particular kinds of meanings.

The contribution of social semiotics in the field of learning objects could initially concern itself with two fundamental questions:
1) In which manner multimodal representations are organized on the two-dimensional surface of screen in cohesive meaningful wholes?

2) What kind of pedagogic relations are created between students and learning objects due to the cohesive meaningful wholes contained in learning objects?

In this article we hope to contribute towards an outline of a conceptual framework for creating and using learning objects, in which an appropriate semiotic meta-language (aimed on how the several multimodal digital resources are organized) could be fabricated. Such a meta-language could offer on the one hand a set of sound and pedagogically appropriate choices in designing learning objects that could be useful for writers-designers, and on the other hand it would equip teachers with a vocabulary for choosing effective and reliable learning objects. Due to the obvious restrictions of space we will limit our analysis in elaborating the application of concepts that have been applied in the field of still images and written text and we will leave aside the analysis of sound representations and filmic text.

The Organization of Meanings on Learning Objects’ User Interface

The aforementioned theoretical background imposes the adoption of concrete directions for the semiotic analysis of a learning object. In the next sections we will try to draw the results of such a multimodal analysis through the elaboration of a simple learning object called: `Typical Animal Cell’ (pic.1).

This object consists of four screens. The first screen reports the learning objective of this learning object which is the recognition and identification of the organelles of an animal cell as well as their operations. In the second screen, which is the one we analyze at great length
(pic.1), the user that moves the cursor over the animated visual depicting the cell and its parts, can see the name of each organelle in the corresponding labels to the right side of the screen (whose color changes slightly becoming dark grey) as well as information about its operation, in the alternating text to the bottom part of the screen. After clicking on the ‘next’ button, the user is guided to the third screen in which she should do a memorization exercise: Here the animated visual represents the organelles separately, almost distincted from their environment (the cell) and the student is asked to identify them by using a suitable name from the alphabetically arranged column of terms which is displayed always to the right side of screen. The fourth screen informs the student that the activity was completed and that he/she can visit again the initial screen if he/she wishes, the names of learning object’s authors are also reported. For a better description we have deliberately separated the second screen in five blocks with the names a, b, c, d and e respectively. The meanings which are developed in terms of the three metafunctions which characterize the semiotic systems are analyzed below.

**Ideational Metafunction**

At the ideational metafunction level we are interested in knowing the types and functions of various visual elements according to which elements (humans, animals, places, symbols, etc) and their properties are represented. Dimopoulos et al. (2003) distinguish three types of images: realistic, conventional, and hybrid. Realistic images depict their elements through representations which approximate human optical perception like photographs or drawings. Conventional images adopt a peculiar, abstract pictorial symbolism familiar to the scientific field in which they belong such as maps, diagrams, charts etc. Hybrid images combine realistic and conventional elements like the animated image of block c whose represented element is an animal cell.

According to their functions, images can be separated in four main categories involving narrative, classificational, analytical, and symbolic representations (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). In narrative representations, the represented elements relate to each other through depictions of change, process and action (often changes and actions that relate such elements are represented through real or imaginary vectors). In classificational representations many elements are arranged on the same surface in overt or covert relations of hierarchy or equality so as to exhibit the common features that group them or the class in which they belong. In analytical representations the relations that characterize represented elements have a whole-part structure, where a main element is analyzed at the attributes which constitute it. Finally, in symbolic representations a main element acquires its identity and meaning through other symbolic elements which carry its attributes. The symbolic and non-literal value carried by these elements is validated from image’s cultural context.

In our example, the animated image in block c with the contribution of block d, constitutes an analytical representation characterized by whole-part relations: A main element (the animal cell) is represented, as well as its attributes (the organelles) whose identification has been left to the user.

Apart from the types and functions of the various optical representations, ideational meanings result also from image-text interactions. This meanings are described through the interdependency relations as well as the logico-semantic relations that are developed between image and text (Kong, 2006; Martinec & Salway, 2005; Unsworth, 2007). Interdependency relations are distinguished in relations of parataxis and hypotaxis. When image and text are of
unequal status, then image subordinates to text or vice versa, in this case we have a hypotactic relation. When image and text are of equal status, then they complement or diverge each other, in this case we have a paratactic relation.

In our example, we can see a case of paratactic relation between the text in block a and the animated image in block c: the text “Typical Animal Cell” restates in words what the entire animated image represents, functioning in a complementary way towards the constitution of a greater syntagm. Hypotactic relations exist between the animated image and the labels of block d as well as between the image and the text of block e: the animal cell’s image is more general, furthermore, the term ‘Golgi apparatus’ (block d) as well as its description and function (block e) correspond to a concrete part of this image (whose identification is facilitated through the use of indexical vectors), not to its whole. Thus, text subordinates to image.

Logico-semantic relations are expressed through the subsystems of expansion and projection. Expansion shows how the meaning of a text or image expands through the three categories of elaboration, extension and enhancement. In elaboration an element (image or text) expands the meaning of another one without providing new information about it, by describing it, clarifying it, restating it or specifying it. In extension an element expands the meaning of another one by adding new information, giving an exception to it or offering an alternative. In enhancement an element expands the meaning of another one by enriching it with new information through circumstantial features of time, place, purpose, cause, condition, manner, motivation etc.

In projection the meaning of an element appears through another element either as idea or locution. When the second element of relation (image or text) represents thoughts, projection is mental. When it represents speech, projection is verbal. Characteristic cases of verbal and mental projections constitute the balloons and clouds we found in comics, which express the speech and thoughts of the represented persons or animals respectively.

Several logico-semantic relations exist between text and image in our example. Thus, an elaboration relation can be detected between the sentence: “The Golgi apparatus is a stack of smooth membrane sacs and associated vesicles that are close to the nucleus.” in block e, and the intensely colored part of the image to which it refers. Here, the text restates in words what this concrete visual element depicts, without adding new information. On the contrary, the relation between the sentence: “The apparatus packages, modifies, and segregates proteins for secretion from the cell, for inclusion in lysosomes, and for incorporation into the plasma membrane.” The above mentioned visual element, is an extension. Here, text adds new information that is not traced in the depicted item. Finally, the relation between blocks b and c is enhancement: The text in block b enhances the animated image by prompting the student to roll the cursor over each one of the organelles that are depicted in it (motivation), in order to obtain the required information (thus a purpose is implied).

**Interpersonal Metafunction**

At the interpersonal metafunction level, we are interested in examining the ways in which represented elements interact with students. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) distinguish three parameters that are dealt with interpersonal meanings: contact, social distance, and attitude.
Contact with the viewer is accomplished through the function of images as ‘image acts’ which request her attention (demand-images) or offer to her visual information (offer-images). In our example, block c creates contact with the student functioning as offer-image which provides information on the structure of the animal cell. On the contrary, language uses more communicative acts for accomplishing contact during social interactions, by offering goods and services through offers, demanding goods and services through commands, giving information through statements, demanding information through questions (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). The verbiage that accompanies the image of our example creates contact with the user by giving information through blocks a, d, e and by demanding services through block b.

Social distance that images create can be categorized as personal, social, and impersonal. At the level of visual display it is expressed by the ‘frame size’ of shots: A close-up expresses an intimate relation between the viewer and the image (e.g. a picture depicting a person’s head and face only), a medium shot expresses social distance between them (e.g. the same person portrayed from the waist up), while a long shot expresses an impersonal relation (e.g. torsos of several people with space around them). Block c in picture 1 creates a social distance with the student, the cell is depicted as if it is relatively near the spectator (medium shot) so that she can observe it carefully.

Social distance that language creates can also be personal, social, and public. Personal style in language is presented through a sparing syntactic structure with many idioms and a dependence on the intimate context of situation in which this language is developed; briefly it can be equated with Bernstein’s ‘limited code’. Social style corresponds to the daily level of professional and social interactions and requires a standard syntax along with a precise vocabulary due to the social distance between addresser and addressee. Public style requires a clarified and precise adaptation of the message in a context of situation in which an impersonal distance between transmitter and receiver is imposed. It corresponds to Bernstein ‘elaborated code’ (Macken-Horarik, 2004). In block b of our example, verbiage is in personal style, while in block e it is rather in public style, hence it strengthens the distance between addresser and addressee.

Attitude refers to the relations of power and involvement that are developed between viewers and images/texts. At the level of images, attitude is expressed according to Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) through the horizontal and vertical angle of shots. More concretely, viewers’ involvement in the image is expressed through the horizontal frontal angle while his detachment is expressed through the horizontal oblique angle. The power relations between the spectator and the image are expressed through three representational choices: High vertical angle which expresses viewer’s power over the image, low vertical angle which expresses image’s power over the viewer, eye level angle which expresses equality between them.

Dimopoulos et al. (2003) have interpreted the pedagogic relationships which are created between visual representations and students by relating the aforementioned framework to Bernstein’s notion of ‘framing’. It refers to the degree of control that teachers and students exert upon the educational process (Bernstein, 1996). When framing is strong, control is exerted from the addresser’s side (e.g. teacher, educational material, learning object). When framing is weak, control belongs to the addressee (student). The pedagogic relationships are considered as relations of power and involvement. In power relationships strong framing results from low angle representations through which images are imposed on the student. In moderate framing student and image have an equal relationship through the presence of eye
level angle representations, while in weak framing student imposes over the image through the presence of high angle representations. In involvement relationships, framing is strong when there is an oblique angle and a medium or distant shot (thus student’s involvement with the image content is minimum), it is moderate when there is an oblique angle and a close shot or frontal angle and distant shot (thus a moderate involvement with the image content is prompted), and finally it is weak when there is a frontal angle and a close or medium shot (student can involve with the image content in a considerable degree).

The oblique angle and the close shot of the animal cell’s representation rather increases student’s involvement with the image as well as the control from his/her side (high angle), allowing him/her a considerable degree of freedom in observing the represented elements. The relationships of power are characterized here by weak framing, while the relationships of involvement are characterized by moderate framing.

Dimopoulos et al. (2005) have also connected the concept of framing with particular lexicogrammatical choices that generally shape the pedagogic relationships of power and involvement. More specifically, in power relationships framing is strong when the addresser (teacher or educational material) takes control of the learning process through imperatives. A moderate framing exists when the addressee is supported with some options in answering interrogatives that have been posed by the addresser, while a weak framing operates through the presence of declaratives which denote a less clear authority of the learning content. In involvement relations, framing is strong when the text denotes in an explicit manner the conditions of student’s involvement through the use of second singular person (you), it is moderate when the text presents a less clear picture of involvement’s conditions through the use of first and second plural person (we, you), while it is weak when the text rather focuses on the learning content itself than on the communicating agents, through the use of the third singular or plural person (he, she, it, they).

In our example of picture 1 we can detect power relationships, particularly in blocks a and e, where texts consist of declarative sentences implying weak framing, and in block b where an imperative sentence exists, implying a strong framing. A weak framing of involvement is also provided by blocks d and e which are focusing on the learning content itself rather than on an interaction with the student. Finally, block b explicitly denotes student’s involvement with the image, thus a strong framing is provided.

**Textual Metafunction**

At the textual metafunction level we are interested in the way images and texts are spatially arranged, highlighted, divided etc. to create larger visual compositions of ideational and interpersonal meanings. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) distinguish three interrelated variables that contribute to this direction:

1) **Informational value.** Visual elements, depending on the structure of the visual composition, have specific informational value. Thus, in Given/New structure the initial information is placed on the left side of the two-dimensional surface (printed text or screen), through an image or a text, while the new information is placed on the right side, through an image or a text. In Centre/Margin structure a prominent element is placed in the center of the surface giving meanings to the secondary elements placed around it. In Ideal/Real structure a visual element with abstract and idealized aesthetic value is placed on the top side of the surface, while
lexicogrammatical elements that lend factual information in the whole composition are placed on the bottom side of the surface.

In our example, informational value is produced through Given/New and Ideal/Real structures. A Given/New structure can be discerned between blocks c and d. Block c carries the given pictorial information while block d constitutes the new information by establishing a relational identifying process between each name (identifier) and its pictorial correlate (identified). An Ideal/Real structure results from the array of elements between blocks c, d and e. Here, the animated image with the contribution of block d, functions as an idealized element with great aesthetic value, while the descriptions of organelles’ functions in block e constitute the realistic and factual information which is given to the student.

2) Framing. The term here refers to the visual compositions’ layout, not to Bernstein’s notion. More concretely, it refers to the way in which various elements of the visual composition are connected to each other or are disconnected, through frame devices, creating cohesive meanings. Some of these devises are: (1) Segregation: The represented elements remain separated in different parts and in different order; (2) Separation: The elements are separated from each other via an empty space which, although keeping them in distance, connotes their potential resemblance; (3) Integration: Image and text occupy the same space, thus their natural connection is implied; 4) Overlap: Where image and text frames are partially mixed, thus causing proximity; (5) Rhyme: Elements in different frames are connected to each other via qualities of color, shape, posture etc, implying sameness; (6) Contrast: The qualities of various elements like color, posture, size, etc. are accentuated so that the difference between these elements can be emphasized better (van Leeuwen, 2005).

Certain framing devices contribute to the creation of textual meaning in the second screen of our learning object. For example, a segregation relation characterizes blocks a, d and e, implying their different function in the whole visual composition, but there is rhyme between them through the filling of their frames with the same grey color, implying their sameness due to the informative content they convey (terms and descriptions). The labels that constitute block d are connected to each other with a separation device: They are separated by an empty space which keeps them in distance but allows them to maintain a relative resemblance, implying that all these discrete elements have something in common, that is, they are subordinated under a more general concept. We can also discern an integration device between blocks a and e; all of them possess the same background space implying their noematic connection.

3) Salience. Some elements of the visual composition have been designed as the most salient in order to catch the viewer’s attention. This is accomplished through the use of big size, intense and rich color, tone (more brightness), focus (eliminating background), foregrounding or overlapping of visual elements (Machin, 2007). For example, the salient element of the visual composition in picture 1 is the animated image, which catches the viewer’s attention through its big size and its intense and reach colors.

Conclusion

In this article we briefly presented and applied in an exemplary fashion a multimodal discourse analysis framework on a learning object. We tried to answer the two fundamental questions posed in our introduction: What kind of meanings do learning objects create as multimodal
representations of knowledge and what kind of pedagogic relationships these meanings develop between learning objects and students?

Answering the first question we saw that three categories of meanings are produced: ideational meanings through the way learning object’s elements are represented, textual meanings through the way distribution of informational value and emphasis among the textual and visual elements of the learning object are organized, and interpersonal meanings through the way verbal and visual resources construct the nature of relationships among addresser/addressee. Answering the second question we found that the above mentioned interpersonal meanings produce particular pedagogic relations of power and involvement. Also, the notion of framing which determines the degree of pedagogic control among addresser/addressee has been demonstrated.

A conceptual framework for the design and use of learning objects for e-learning should take into consideration the above mentioned types of meanings and pedagogic relationships. From this perspective, the socio-cultural as well as educational context in which learning objects will be used is a matter of great importance (Karalis, Sotiropoulos, & Kampeza, 2007; Sotiropoulos, 2003). Instead of a technological focus on learning object’s creation, such a framework could be addressed to the semantic/pragmatic dimensions of the relations among their structural elements (video, audio, image, text) and these contexts.

A first step towards this direction could be facilitated by the notion of framing. Beyond the description of pedagogic relations of power and involvement, the notion also refers to the rules structuring the learning procedures in a learning context (content selection, sequencing, assessment etc). Thus, strong framing indicates that the addresser explicitly regulates the content, sequencing, pacing and assessment that constitute the learning context. This could characterize for example a drill and practice application that teaches a procedure. Here student’s options should be deliberately restricted; the control should belong to the procedural, step by step organization of several content elements. The assessment should also, in this case, be strongly framed through questions in the form of true/false, multiple choices, fill in the gap etc.

On the contrary, relatively weak framing indicates that the addressee has increased and apparent control in respect to sequence, pacing and assessment. This could characterize, for example, a problem solving or a case study application that students are prompted to engage in. In such a context, a large part of the educational control can be given to students whose options are reinforced. Assessment could also be based on open questions, without predetermined answers, whose aim is to promote learners’ critical thought rather than guided response.

Therefore, a modest constructivist approach for designing and using learning objects could be adopted, which takes into consideration so much the necessity of guidance during the learning process (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006; Mayer, 2004; Ravanis, 1996; Ravanis, 1999) as well as the importance of scaffolding and collaborative construction of knowledge (Cindy, Ravit, & Clark, 2007; Matthews, 2005; Ravanis, 2005). In the proposed conceptual framework, the affordances of learning objects as artefacts aimed to serve particular educational objectives through the organization of several semiotic resources would be a matter of further research.
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